Industrial Video & Control - National Defense Authorization Act Compliance Statement

Background

To address a perceived cybersecurity risk, an Interim Final Rule of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for the Fiscal Year 2019 was made effective on August 13, 2019. Section 889 contains the Prohibition on certain telecommunications and video surveillance equipment from manufacturers owned, controlled, or connected to the Government of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). These suppliers include Huawei Technologies Company, ZTE Corporation, Hytera Communications Corporation, Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Company, and Dahua Technology Company. It also contains several provisions that have a major impact on existing and future US Government related video surveillance deployments.

IVC Statement

Cameras supplied by IVC include models that were (1) manufactured and assembled by non-US third parties on an OEM basis and tested in the US prior to shipment or (2) manufactured and/or assembled by IVC incorporating components from non-US third party manufacturers. This includes models that incorporate components from NDAA banned suppliers.

IVC Inc. is committed to providing our customers with NDAA Section 889 compliant products and is continuing to add compliant products. The following IVC camera models are compliant with the NDAA. These products are recommended for US Government and other applications that are subject to the NDAA. The IVC compliance product list will be regularly updated and available on IVC’s website.

IVC NDAA Compliance Product List

AMZ-3041-2 Cameras
AMZ-HD41-3 Cameras
APTZ-3045-04 Cameras
APTZ-3045-09 Cameras (Avail: Jan 2020)
CZ Series Cameras
FV Series Cameras
MZ-HD30-8-B & C Cameras
MZ-HD32-9 Cameras
MZ-HD32-10-B & C Cameras
MZ-HD34 Series Cameras
PTZ-HD30-18-B & C Cameras
All IVC Software (Longwatch and Relay Server Platforms)
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